Singer Songwriter Nemo James Kicks Off the New Skiing Season with His Latest Video

New video from singer songwriter Nemo James features some of the funniest video clips ever seen.

BRIGHTON, United Kingdom (PRWEB) November 22, 2018 -- Singer songwriter Nemo James kicks off the new skiing seasons with his latest video “Ski With Me Tonight” based on the song with the same title. It contains a collection of some of the funniest skiing video clips ever seen.

Nemo himself a very keen skier was fortunate in his youth to spend several seasons in the exclusive resorts of Gstaad and San Moritz in Switzerland where his audience included Sheik Yamani, Elizabeth Taylor, Gunter Sachs, Tom Jones and countless other celebrities.

It was in Gstaad that Paolo Rossi the crazy Italian trumpet player persuaded Nemo to start skiing despite neither of them ever having had a lesson.

“I still bear the scars of that first day’s skiing. “ Said Nemo. “That night I was only able to perform standing on one leg at a time so I alternated between the leg with the badly twisted knee and the leg with the deep gash in it that should have been stitched if I wasn’t such a coward”

Ski with me tonight can now be seen on Youtube or at Nemo’s website www.nemojames.com.
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